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YOU Asked, You Answered ON LINKEDIN

Can anyone share some knowledge of the use
of fly ash or slag with a polymer overlay? I have
requests for resurfacing existing concrete with a
shell finish. —Todd
Before doing anything I would find
out what percent of fly ash was used
in the concrete. I have heard of problems with floors that start getting over
the 15% to 20% range. Surface prep
becomes more critical as the percent of
fly ash goes up. By all means, prep the
surface and prepare a mock-up test area
of sufficient size and test for adhesion.
—William “Bud” Early

Twenty five years doing polymer
overlays and I never considered this. It
might explain a lot of things. Unfortunately, when doing overlays, the
original mix design is seldom available
unless it is new construction. This
discussion is a great example of why
people need to be members of
LinkedIn groups.
—John Kazalonis

Just a thought, if ever the concrete
you are overlaying has had a watertight additive, and the warranty/
guarantee period is still in place, check
with the named admixture supplier, as
we always keep the mix design document for the warranty period where
our admix has been used.
—Paul Green

Tell us your thoughts.

Tweeted
@ConcreteConst Thank
you for featuring the Mercer
Museum in “Constructing a
Concrete Addition”!
—@VoithMactavish

Visit ConcreteConstruction.net, join us on
LinkedIn, follow @ConcreteConst on Twitter,
and like the Facebook page.
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QUICK POLL
❯❯ Project of the Month

Tweeted
Glad to see @ConcreteDegree/
Texas State kids making it
happen! RT @ConcreteConst:
News: Winners of the Student Pervious Concrete Cylinder Competition http://t.co/
bEZOWK4s

When buying new equipment,
do you buy the most innovative
available or the most familiar
tried and true?

37.5%

50%

—@andrewdevries

12.5%
■ We seldom buy the cutting edge

Over 50,000 square feet of decorative concrete coatings in a New
Jersey theme park brings the
outdoors in. Learn more online.
Have an interesting project you’d like to
submit? Tag Concrete Construction in your
project photo on Facebook. You can also
post to LinkedIn or send through Twitter.

ConcreteConstruction.net

Giving It All Away
What an interesting article on [Bosch company founder Robert Bosch] by another
very interesting man. You think well, Joe,
write well, too, and have a heart as big as a
concrete mixer. —Jim O’Donnell

innovations

■ We always stick with the tried

and true

■ We sometimes buy the cutting

edge innovations

■ We always buy the cutting edge

innovations (0%)

Go to www.concreteconstruction.net to view
the reader responses to this question.
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